**repoVisualizer** is a host-yourself web application that uses Gource in the background to generate video visualisations of Git and Mercurial repositories. Create, recreate and access them from one place with a press of a button.

**repoVisualizer** allows you, your whole team, management and even your not so tech savvy clients to see in an understandable and visually appealing way that even though nothing has changed from outside, work is in progress. Host competitions between teams and see when the developers work most intensely.

**repoVisualizer** has been built as an MVP. We work hard to deliver our main features in the best possible way and promise not to lose focus. In the next release we plan to add a compound video of multiple repositories, scheduled video generation, date interval and lots of internal improvements.

---

**What is this?**

**repoVisualizer**

**Why should I use it?**

**repoVisualizer**

**What’s next?**

**repoVisualizer**

---

**Choose your Repository**

**Generate a video**

**Sit back and watch the video**

---

Made by Taivo Käsper (MSc) and Uku Pattak (BSc)

[github.com/taivokasper/repository-visualizer](https://github.com/taivokasper/repository-visualizer)
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